STEVENS AUDITION MATERIAL
STEVENS (early 40’s, - she/they) Stevens is the resident
survival consultant for this season of Last Man Standing.
Stevens grew up in New Zealand and speaks with a thick
accent. They spent most of their life being in the wilderness
and teaching themself survival skills. They have an IQ of 145
and know a ton of information about nature and all the
elements inside of it. Stevens is definitely in her element
on the island and for the first time in a while really let’s
themselves have fun.
STEVENS AUDITION SCENE 1)

STEVENS
So what does Jeffrey want from us
exactly?
DONAVAN
Better footage. Stuff we can
actually air.
STEVENS
Well that’s on you two.
DONAVAN
We’re a team. It’s on all of us.
STEVENS
Well, let’s see.
She points to Donavan.
Director.

STEVENS

She points to Noah.
STEVENS
Camera nerd.
She points at herself.
STEVENS
Survival consultant. I’m not
exactly qualified for what makes
“good TV”.
Donavan let’s out a deep sigh.

2.
DONAVAN
Well you’d better start coming up
with some ideas.
Beat.
STEVENS
Hey, what about the kid?

3.
STEVENS AUDITION SCENE 2)

DONAVAN
No I’m serious Stevens, you’re a
damn genius.
NOAH
God, kiss ass much?
STEVENS
She’s technically right though, my
IQ is 145. I’m literally a genius.
NOAH
And I am literally so bored of both
of you.
DONAVAN
Ignoring you Noah. How much longer
till they hit water Stevens?
STEVENS
Pretty soon actually. If they keep
going straight they should find
water in about 20 minutes. Their
next problem is gonna be finding
food. Their fishing adventures have
been...quite pathetic.
DONAVAN
No worries, production took care of
that.
How so?

STEVENS

NOAH
You’ll see.
DONAVAN
The team dropped a small herd of
boar on the island before we got
here.
Donavan!

NOAH

STEVENS
Oh right. The pigs right?
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4.

DONOVAN
Uh, yeah the pigs or boar or
whatever.
STEVENS
Wait, pigs OR boar?
DONAVAN
Boar, pigs, what’s the difference?
STEVENS
Well...one is fairly intelligent
barn animal that won’t get in much
more trouble than digging through
garbage and is therefore the animal
I suggested. The other can be an
extremely territorial and sometimes
violent animal that can weigh up to
220 pounds...
DONAVAN
Please say that boar are the
former...
STEVENS
Uhm...for the sake of my job I wish
I could but...no.
NOAH
Well, this should be fun.
STEVENS
What was Jeffrey thinking? We had a
meeting about this!
NOAH
Guess he got a little...BOAR-ED.
DONAVAN
Noah...please, not now.
NOAH
No one appreciates my humor.
STEVENS
No, we do not.
DONAVAN
So they are territorial but they
aren’t gonna like...kill them
right?

*

5.
STEVENS
Let’s just hope that they don’t run
into the herd for a while.
NOAH
Yeah! Who knows? It’s been a
perfect trip so far. Maybe we’ll
get lucky.

